Fixed-glazed sash – Panoramic glazing for Lift&Slide elements
The overall concept for the panoramic glazing of Gretsch-Unitas

Maximum glazing with the lowest possible expenditure

Panoramic glazing for Lift&Slide elements

This trend in architecture brings more daylight into living spaces and blurs the boundaries between inside and outside. The GU-thermostep for Lift&Slide elements with panoramic glazing meets the highest demands in terms of design and living convenience by maximising the glazing area in the fixed panel section.

Fabricator benefits:
- Saving costs
- Production costs can be reduced due to the omission of the fixed-glazed sash
- Same structural sealing and floor structure
- The bottom structural sealing and floor structure are, both in the planning and execution, identical to standard Lift&Slide doors with the GU-thermostep 204 threshold

Benefits for end customer:
- Maximum glass surfaces enable maximum daylight yield
- A Lift&Slide door in this version meets the highest demands in terms of design and living comfort

Lift&Slide element (timber) with fixed-glazed sash